
CASE STUDY

Operational Business Intelligence Solution for 

a large oil and gas exploration and production 

company in India

Business Challenges

The Solution
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When one of the largest and fastest growing independent oil and gas 

exploration and production companies engaged Rolta for a Rolta OneView™ 

implementation, their prime focus was improved capacity utilization of their 

assets, reduction of risks by improving compliance to maintenance practices, 

improved energy utilization and compliance to dispatch commitments. Their 

challenge was that 20% of wells reported downtime on a daily basis, an 

equivalent of 60,000 barrels of production loss and even a 1% improvement 

would result in US $17.5 M of revenue. 

Rolta OneView™ Enterprise Suite for Upstream Oil and Gas with its

ready-built cross-functional analysis across multiple functions was selected 

to provide the much needed multi-site visibility to take corrective actions and 

was ideally suited to solve these challenges. Rolta OneView™ Enterprise 

Suite is a comprehensive geospatially enabled real-time solution with 

associated end-to-end services for realizing 100 key cross functional 

business scenarios (with 500+ Key Performance Indicators) catering to 

Operations, Assets & Equipment, Maintenance & Reliability, Health Safety 

Environment (HSE), Supply Chain  and Projects. The solution’s real-time, 

predictive and locational analytics capabilities could successfully predict the 

likely downtime of a production well.

The proposed solution had the following capabilities.

Expanding to cover multiple manufacturing sites and production facilities

Integrating with native systems that currently are running as independent 

systems

Supporting role-based access using a wide variety of devices and act as a 

single access point for various functions

Improving the cross functional reporting and act as an Integrated 

Performance management platform



For more information, please visit www.rolta.com

Features of the solution provided:

Automated Daily Reports &Contextual Analytics

?Scheduled preconfigured dashboards for daily Management 

decision making
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Cross functional Analytics

?Integration of data from multiple applications utilizing

Rolta OneView™ Universal Connector

Bring data from different functions in a single Scenario

LTIR (Loss time incident rate)

Incident data

Man-hours data

?Asset Historian

Operational Parameters

Work order analysis

Cost analysis
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Contextual detail analysis of business scenarios with drill down 

features

Auto-update of data on daily basis
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Real time analytics

?Real time data fetching from Historian

Well parameter analysis

Real time operating parameters

Historical trending

Enabling correlation analysis

User-friendly interface to correlate the equipment with their 
TMoperating tags utilizing Rolta OneView  Asset Junction

Threshold Management

?Management of business targets/plans

?Multilayer hierarchy in the approval process

?Tracking of multiyear business targets against KPI codes

?Flexibility to modify the future targets

?Recording the history of modifications and updates
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About Rolta

Rolta is a leading provider of innovative IT solutions for many vertical segments, including Utilities, Oil & Gas, 

Manufacturing, Federal and State Governments, Defense, Homeland Security, Financial Services, Retail, and Healthcare. 

By uniquely combining its expertise in the IT, Engineering and Geospatial domains Rolta develops exceptional solutions 

for these segments. The Company leverages its industry-specific know-how, rich repository of field-proven intellectual 

property that spans photogrammetry, image processing, geospatial applications, Business Intelligence, Big Data analytics 

and Cloud computing for providing sophisticated enterprise-level integrated solutions. Rolta OneView™ Enterprise Suite 

is one such innovative Big Data Analytics solution for asset intensive industries with field-proven benefits. It brings unique 

value through its IT-OT integration and Predictive Analytics capabilities using Rolta’s patented technology. Rolta is a 

multinational organization headquartered in India with revenues exceeding US$ 600M and over 3500 people operating 

from 40 locations worldwide and has successfully executed projects in over 45 countries.
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The Benefits

Geospatial Analytics (GIS)

?Providing a high level location analytics based on the last day 

downtime using thematic mapping concept

?Clustering of deficiencies with location intelligence against 

different parameters

?Two way communication between map and chart objects

Rolta also provided significant consulting and helped in creation of test 

plan and test execution of overall solution which includes ETL's, BI 

scenarios, security testing and integration with other solutions as part of 

IT - OT fusion

Some of the benefits of the advisory and the resulting BI & Analytics 

solution implementation were:

?Better cross functional visibilities

?A decision support tool for the top executive of the company

?Reduce the response time to events by setting up alert systems on 

particular data

?Normalization and standardization of the processes and tools in 

terms of reporting, decision support and monitoring

?Strategic alignment of information system and capitalizing the 

knowledge of the customer

?Maximize the reliability and the relevance of the operational data for 

a better decision support


